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Format
Documentary/  

Documentary Series

Parking meters, no stopping zones, bus lanes, double 
parking, restricted hours,  permits, alternate side parking, 
fire hydrants, loading zones…it’s a parking jungle out there!

Drivers battle city traffic and other determined drivers who 
are seeking out limited parking spots in the hustle bustle of 
the downtown core. Equally determined parking enforcers 
are not far behind waiting to catch our expired meters, and 
illegal parking and stopping.  It is a chase that takes place all 
day, every day in every big city in the country.

Imagine having a job where it is so normal to be yelled at, 
cursed at or flipped off that you don’t even blink or notice it 
anymore.  These enforcers have something in common with 
the tax auditor, the repo man and the dentist…people try 
to avoid them at all costs.  

This series captures the point of view of the hapless parking 
enforcers, tow truck drivers and those that give us the 
boot…the Denver boot!

They are the core characters.  Each one will have a strong 
and distinct personality and approach their job with a 
different point of view. After spending 8 hours a day, side 
by side, infraction after infraction, we get to know them on 
a professional and a personal basis.  

There is a lot of money riding on parking tickets.  Toronto 
generates $80 million in revenue for the city every year.  
Enforcement officers have a daily quota of 63 tickets per 
day and those who distribute more can also earn bonuses, 
including a day’s extra pay.  That is some serious motivation.

We have all been on the other side of this scenario, receiving 
the ticket but this is an opportunity to see it from the other 
perspective.  Dealing with the public is always a daunting 
task, but making a career out of being the bad guy takes a 
suit of armor.

 “Street Jungle” will have a different look and feel than 
every other documentary series on the air.  The inspiration 
for the tone of the show comes from the urban feel of Spike 
Lee movies, the retro vibe of the cool 70’s cop shows, the 
campiness of the old Batman TV series, all set to music with 
a “Shaft” style funk.

“Street Jungle” captures the vibe of the city, the frantic 
speed and the many moving parts that make a city run.  It is 
chaotic madness at its best.

Concept

Factual/ Reality Series



Parking meters, no stopping zones, bus lanes, double parking, restricted hours, permits, 
alternate side parking, fire hydrants, loading zones…it’s a parking jungle out there!

Drivers battle city traffic and other determined drivers who are seeking out limited parking 
spots in the hustle bustle of the downtown core. Equally determined parking enforcers are 
not far behind waiting to catch our expired meters, and illegal parking and stopping. It is a 
chase that takes place all day, every day in every big city in the country.

Imagine having a job where it is so normal to be yelled at, cursed at or flipped off that you 
don’t even blink or notice it anymore. These enforcers have something in common with the 
tax auditor, the repo man and the dentist…people try to avoid them at all costs. 

This series captures the point of view of the hapless parking enforcers, tow truck drivers and 
those that give us the boot…the Denver boot!

They are the core characters. Each one will have a strong and distinct personality and 
approach their job with a different point of view. After spending 8 hours a day, side by side, 
infraction after infraction, we get to know them on a professional and a personal basis. 

There is a lot of money riding on parking tickets. Toronto generates $80 million in revenue 
for the city every year. Enforcement officers have a daily quota of 63 tickets per day and 
those who distribute more can also earn bonuses, including a day’s extra pay. That is some 
serious motivation.

We have all been on the other side of this scenario, receiving the ticket but this is an 
opportunity to see it from the other perspective. Dealing with the public is always a daunting 
task, but making a career out of being the bad guy takes a suit of armor. 

“Street Jungle” will have a different look and feel than every other documentary series on the 
air. The inspiration for the tone of the show comes from the urban feel of Spike Lee movies, 
the retro vibe of the cool 70’s cop shows, the campiness of the old Batman TV series, all set 
to music with a “Shaft” style funk.

“Street Jungle” captures the vibe of the city, the frantic speed and the many moving parts 
that make a city run. It is chaotic madness at its best.
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